
THE VALUE WE PROVIDE 
IS INVALUABLE. 
When you’re choosing a 
third-party logistics provider, 
make sure you consider all 
costs. No two proposals are 
created equal. Ruan’s flexible 
Integrated Solutions deliver 
additional value every day.

With more than eight decades of transportation management 
experience, Ruan provides complete supply chain solutions. The Ruan 
team collaborates with our customers to evaluate, optimize, and deliver 
a one-source transportation solution focused on continuous 
improvement, cost reduction initiatives, safety, and overall supply chain 
efficiency. From hiring experienced, professional drivers and managing 
carriers to investing in equipment and implementing best-of-breed 
technology, nothing compares to Ruan.

INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS   >  DEDICATED CONTRACT TRANSPORTATION  +    SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS  +  VALUE-ADDED WAREHOUSING
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For more information about all the ways we can add more value to your business, 
call (866) 782-6669 or visit ruan.com.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE

VALUED INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS PARTNER
Integrated Solutions Partnership:

+ Two logistics specialists on site at the client
 corporate office managing 15 core carriers
 that make nationwide deliveries from Kansas,
 Missouri and Indiana locations

+ 24/7 coverage by Ruan’s customer service 
 support center in Des Moines, IA 

+ Mode selection and load management of 8,500+ annual loads

 - Bulk tanker loads of denatured and pure alcohol 

 - Dry van truckload and LTL of food ingredients 

 - Intermodal verses truck analysis and cost optimization 

+ Manage washout schedule based on prior load’s specifications 

+ Manage hazmat endorsement requirements 

+ Optimization for carrier rates and service capacity

+ Customized workflow and order integration was built based on SAP IDoc formats

 - Ruan determines transportation plan based on delivery date windows or
  pre-defined appointment

 - Routed orders integration with the shipment details are sent back to SAP to drive
  transportation costs and loading activities based on ship date determination

 - Tailored communication is also emailed to client’s customer service team for
  end-customer notification

+ Dedicated fleet in Kansas for specific runs requested by our client’s end customers


